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Family Law Pathways Network Webinar

Associate Professor Kate Fitz-Gibbon is

Professor JaneMaree Maher is an

Director of the Monash Gender and Family

internationally recognised gender studies scholar

Violence Prevention Centre and an Associate

with a focus on family lives and gender violence.

Professor in Criminology in the Faculty of Arts,

Her research critically examines how social

Monash University (Victoria, Australia). Kate

institutions such as families and the criminal

conducts research in the field of family violence,

justice system create gendered inequalities and

femicide, criminal justice responses to family

inequities. Professor Maher is currently Associate

violence, and the impact of criminal law reform in

Dean Academic Development in the Faculty of

Australia and internationally. Kate has advised on

Arts and a key researcher within the Monash

homicide law reform and family violence reviews

Gender and Family Violence Prevention Centre.

in several Australian and international
jurisdictions. In 2016 she was appointed to the
Victorian Special Minister’s Expert Advisory
Committee on Perpetrator Interventions and in

*Registered participants will be emailed a link for the

2018 she was appointed to the inaugural Board

webinar within 24 hours of the scheduled start time

of Directors of Respect Victoria.

and will also have access to a recording of the
webinar for a period of time following the live
stream*

Register Here

Introduction to mediation (Level 1) is an interactive course that gives you the
knowledge and skills to develop as a mediator. It also provides useful skills in other
situations. You will learn about theory and practice of facilitative mediation and
interpersonal conflict management and build your competence, confidence and
communication skills.

Register Here
For more information contact:
w| www.qld.gov.au/learnmediation
e | Trainingdrb@justice.qld.gov.au
p | (07) 3738 7017

Advanced
Training in
Suicide
Prevention
Queensland

17th October 2020

Centre for

9:00am - 5:00pm

Domestic and

Airlie Beach

Family Violence

The Courage Project is a
collaboration between
Bravehearts and Mackay
Women's Service
(MWS) to deliver a
mental health service to
disadvantaged and
disengaged children and
young people (under the
age of 14) that have
experienced trauma
related issues. Click here
for more information.

Register Now
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